ICON LEGEND

BACK FORTY MULTI-USE TRAIL PARK

Starting Area
Bathrooms

PARK RULES
By using the HyLife Back Forty Multi-Use Trail Park, you assume
the risk of any injury and or damages that may occur when using
this Trail Park. You are responsible for your own safety.

Parking Lot
Conducting events, training and competitions at the Trail
Park requires written, advanced approval from the Town of
Neepawa. Please call (204) 476-7600 for more information.

Tunnel or Overpass
Wall Ride Feature

4

1. This area is not supervised. Serious injuries can occur
even with precautions. Use at your own risk.
2. Stay in control of your bike at all times.

12. No motorized vehicles permitted.

Boulder Feature

13. No modifications to the riding features is permitted.
Unauthorized riding features will be removed.

Pump Track
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3. Stay on the marked trails and follow all posted rules,
including directional signage.

14. This area is open daily from dawn till dusk.

4. Do not stop where you obstruct a riding feature or where
you are not visible to other users.

16. Place garbage and recycling in appropriate containers.

15. Be respectful of the Park and other users.

Skills Area

TRAIL LEGEND

5. Do not attempt any of the riding features unless you have
sufficient ability and skill.

Easier

4

7. Helmets are mandatory and protective padding is strongly
recommended.

4

8. Users under the age of 13 must be accompanied by an adult.

7
10

9. Beware of changing conditions. Inspect the riding features
before use. Do not walk or cycle on wet/muddy trails.

9
8

10. Spectators must watch from outside the riding areas.

2

11. Pets must be leashed and kept outside the riding areas.
Please pick up after your pet.
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Walking Trail
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6. Read the posted difficulty ratings before using a specific
riding feature.
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Only choose trails that suit your skill and fitness level
Trail
Symbol
Suitable
For

Beginner/novice
cyclists who are
developing their off-road
riding skills.
Marks easier routes
around more advanced
features.

Trail and
Surface
Types

THIS PARK IS FREE TO ALL. WE THANK ALL THE CONTRIBUTORS THAT MADE THIS PARK POSSIBLE.

Suggested
Fitness
Level

Relatively flat and wide
but can be rolling with
short climbs, short
descents and narrow
single track sections.

Intermediate cyclists/
mountain bikers with offroad riding skills and the
ability to control speed
within their skill level.
Moderately steep climbs
and descents with the
potential for increased
speed and jumping.
Trail surface is
commonly gravel and
dirt with some bermed
corners and rollers.

Trail surfaces can
include gravel, dirt,
wood bridges and grass
sections.

May include uneven
surfaces such as rock
armoured sections and
wood features.

Suitable for most people
in good health.

Higher level of fitness
and stamina.

Advanced mountain
bikers.

Marks advanced
technical features
including jumps and
drops with a high level
of risk.

Riders with an elite
level of technical ability,
skilled bike control
and advanced jumping
ability.

Marks steep sections
with jumps and drops
with extreme risk.

Trail surfaces can
include rough rock
sections, wood features,
gravel and dirt.

Features made of rock
wood and dirt.

Very active people used
to prolongued effort.

Very active people used
to prolongued effort.

This symbol warns trail users of technical features ahead.
Exercise caution and judgement when deciding if you will ride the feature.

